The Posner Center recognizes all the Members and Tenants who are making a global and local impact on the community.

Pictured is Ezzie Dominguez, Posner Center Community Manager
Our previous Community Board no longer accommodated our Community of 200 organizations, 450+ people in 15 countries.
See all our entire Posner Center Community here, from Africa Agenda to Zero Dropouts... from neighborhoods in Denver, Colorado to communities around the world...
Ada Agada

Senior Researcher,
Conversational School of Philosophy,
University of Johannesburg
Pictured is Josphat Ngonyo, Founder and Executive Director.
Africa’s Tomorrow

Pictured is Zane Wagener, Board Chair
Alejandra Soto
Joan and Bart Alexander
Alison Suthers
Amanda Heter
American Pathways
University - Technology,
Business, Political
Science UC Denver,
School of Mines
Pictured is Micah Farfour
Andrea Nelson Trice
Anisha Lamsal
Anna Stolk
Beyond Our Borders

A GROUP-ADVISEd FUND OF
THE WOMEN'S FOUNDATION OF COLORADO
Bjoern Freter
Brett Wilhelm
Bridges to Prosperity
Carol Adams

Africa Portfolio Lead, Sub-Saharan Advisory Panel in the UK
Charles Hammaker
Charles & Mary Metzger
Children’s Future International
Chris Allan
Chris Vannote
Claire Read
Colin Jackson
&
Arlene Storm
Constance McGraw
Curtis Park Neighborhood Association
David Walker
Deena Duwaik
Denver Urban Gardens/CAPS

COMMUNITY ACTIVATION FOR PREVENTION:
A Community Gardening Research Study
Desiree Acholla
DEVELOPMENT IN GARDENING
DIY DEVELOPMENT
Doug Vilsack
dZi Foundation
Edward Antonio

Chief Diversity Officer and Professor of Humanities at Concordia College, and speaker at Symposium 2021
Pictured is Kurt Wilson at Symposium 2020
Emory Dinner
SOLES4SOULS
Empowerment International

Educate a child, give hope to the world

Empowerment International
Pictured is Waleska Crowe, Guatemala Deputy Director

Pictured is Gerard Dalziel, Chief Engineer
Eric Hansen
Erica Favretti
Farah Mahesri
FIVE POINTS LIFE
Global Accelerator Network

GAN
Gladys Antonio

Assistant Professor of Economics and Cross-Cultural Management in the Offutt School of Business in Concordia College, and speaker at Symposium 2021
Global Center for Innovation and Learning

Pictured is Sakil Malik, Co-founder & CEO, and speaker at Symposium 2021
Global Health Disrupted
Pictured is Joshua Knight, Program Engineer.
Pictured (middle) is Jamie Van Leeuwen, Founder & CEO at a 2019 fundraiser with US Senator John Hickenlooper (right).
GLOBAL SEED SAVERS

Pictured is Karen Lee Hizola, Philippines Executive Director

Pictured is Sherry Manning, Founder & US Executive Director
Pictured is Consultant, Adam Kogeman
Gretchen King
Habiba Muhammad
Heart of the West Counseling, LLC
Humanitarian Engineering at Colorado School of Mines

Pictured is Monica Kurtz at Symposium 2020
International Association for Rural and Urban Development
International Coach Federation of Colorado
Jan Cartwright
J’Anna-Mare Lue
Jay Benson
Joe Miklosi
Julia Owen

Immigration Specialist
At Holland & Hart
Julie Mandolini-Trummel

Pictured here listening carefully at Symposium 2020
Juliette Jack Banerjee

Pictured here shaking hands at Symposium 2020
Karen Yuan
Kate Lapides-Black
Katherine Conway
Katherine Labombarde
Kenney Tran

Social Justice Agitator
and Speaker at Symposium 2021
LABORATORY TO COMBAT HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Leah Fenimore

Pictured here painting Posner Mural in 2020
Levy Syanseke

Founding President of Zambia Chapter and Speaker at Symposium 2021
LITERACY COALITION OF COLORADO
Promote and Foster Literacy
LOCAL LEADERS

LOCALLY HAITI

LASTING IMPACT
Lydia Vanderburg
Maeva Ekoua

A Collaborative Model in Global Development

Author of the Posner Center for International Development: A collaborative Model in Global Development

Maeva’s work can be found in the Resource Library on the Posner Center website at Posnercenter.org
Maite
Wantwadi
Malaka Shwaikh

Pictured here as Associate Lecturer at the School of International Relations, University of St. Andrews, Scotland
Matthew Bravo
Maya Bhardwaj
Melissa Krug
Micah Fay
Middlebury Institute for International Studies (MIIS)
Mona Vyas
MOORE
PHILANTHROPY
advisory | impact | investment

Yvonne Moore,
Founder & Managing Director,
pictured here at Symposium 2020
Needle & Frame
Filmmaking + arts collective

Emma Whitehead, Co-Founder & Senior Producer
Nick McClure
Nidia Trujillo

Independent Management Consultant, Project Director at Kanava International and speaker at Symposium 2021
Oury LLC
Paul Brown
Phillip Schuyler
Pictured here is Posner Center Staff: Lauren, Julia, Ezzie, Burke and Lauren’s dog – Luna
Princess Bazly-Bethea
Project Education South Sudan
Quarterback Fund
The Impact of Racism and Colonialism on Scientific Research and the Health Sector in Africa

ReGen team’s session at Symposium 2021
Pictured is Regis Development Practice
Renesa Khana
RPCK | Rastegar Panchal
Rural Community Assistance Corporation

RCAC

Chris Brandewie, RCAC

RCAC
Sandy Zook
Sara Boyd
SarCO
(Salvadoreños Residiendo en Colorado)
Pictured is Heidi Cortez, Executive Director
Semegn “Sam” Kebede
Sharon Davis
Sneha Kadyan
Sloane Kohnstamm

Pictured sitting in white at 2019 Posner Family BBQ
Pictured is Casey Thomas, Colorado Director
Julie Montgomery, VP of Membership & Partnership pictured here at Symposium 2020
Pictured is Matthew Harris, Director of Business Development
Pictured is Rachel Lyons, Executive Director
Steven Leach

Pictured here (in front of window) at Symposium 2020
Stewart Kane
Pictured is CEO Devin Hibbard at Symposium 2020
Pictured is Founder & CEO Syah B., speaker at Symposium 2021
Tattle Civic Technologies
The Black Business Initiative

BBI
PROFESSIONALS
EST. 2015
Pictured is Barbara Smith, VP Peace Programs and Posner Center Leadership Council Member.
The Chijnaya Foundation
The Sarara Foundation

SARARA
The Suddes Group/ForImpact

[Image of a napkin with the text: Not For Profit, For Impact]
Tom Coogan
Trish Flaster
Pictured is Anna Burrell, CEO & Co-Founder
Pictured is Lucinda Kerschensteiner, Founding Director
University of Denver - Nonprofit Leadership and Global Community Engagement University College
UP WITH AFRICA
Vicki Taylor-McNally
Vince Buscarello
viola milton
Water for Generations

Henrick Kunkeyani, Founder & CEO
Jessica Murison, Co-founder & COO
Adam Stuart, Director of Logistics and Data
WORLD AFFAIRS CHALLENGE

YOUNG MINDS. BOLD SOLUTIONS.
WorldDenver
Connecting Denver and the World
Our Community at the Beginning
The Posner Center acknowledges all the wonderful members of our Community!